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Evaluation of the Effects of a Grouping Algorithm on
IEEE 802.15.4 Networks with Hidden Nodes

Jin-Yeong Um, Jong-Suk Ahn, and Kang-Woo Lee

Abstract: This paper proposes hidden-node aware grouping (HAG)
algorithm to enhance the performance of institute of electrical
and electronics engineers (IEEE) 802.15.4 networks when they un-
dergo either severe collisions or frequent interferences by hidden
nodes. According to the degree of measured collisions and inter-
ferences, HAG algorithm dynamically transforms IEEE 802.15.4
protocol between a contention algorithm and a contention-limited
one. As a way to reduce the degree of contentions, it organizes
nodes into some number of groups and assigns each group an ex-
clusive per-group time slot during which only its member nodes
compete to grab the channel. To eliminate harmful disruptions by
hidden nodes, especially, it identifies hidden nodes by analyzing the
received signal powers that each node reports and then places them
into distinct groups. For load balancing, finally it flexibly adapts
each per-group time according to the periodic average collision rate
of each group.

This paper also extends a conventional Markov chain model of
IEEE 802.15.4 by including the deferment technique and a traffic
source to more accurately evaluate the throughput of HAG algo-
rithm under both saturated and unsaturated environments. This
mathematical model and corresponding simulations predictwith
6% discrepancy that HAG algorithm can improve the performance
of the legacy IEEE 802.15.4 protocol, for example, even by 95% in
a network that contains two hidden nodes, resulting in creation of
three groups.

Index Terms: Analytical models, grouping algorithms, hidden
nodes (HN), IEEE 802.15.4, sensor networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Institute of electrical and electronics engineers (IEEE)
802.15.4 protocol has been introduced with an aim of being em-
ployed as a medium access control (MAC) protocol of low rate
wireless personal area networks (LR-WPANs) which are sup-
posed to operate for a long period of time without consuming
much energy. To meet various applications’ demands, it is also
designed to provide both synchronous and asynchronous ser-
vices for which it divides its superframes into two periods such
as contention free period (CFP) and contention access period
(CAP), respectively. To guarantee timely transmission without
any delay due to contention, CFP runs a static time division mul-
tiple access (TDMA) technique whereas CAP adopts a carrier
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sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) al-
gorithm to maximize the utilization of a single shared wireless
broadcast channel [1], [2].

The performance of CAP has been well known to be rapidly
deteriorated under two situations. The first case corresponds to
overcrowded networks where a large number of nodes contend
to send their data. When more than 8 nodes compete to cap-
ture the channel, for example, IEEE 802.15.4 wastes signifi-
cant amount of bandwidth to resolve collisions, leading to only
around 40% of utilization of the underlying physical link capac-
ity [3]. In IEEE 802.15.4, furthermore, collisions tend to occur
more often than in IEEE 802.11 due to the lack of the freezing
operation and the small size of maximum backoff window. Note
that once the channel is polled to be busy, IEEE 802.11 stops
its backoff timer from ticking off until the channel becomes
free. The absence of this freezing operation forces more nodes of
IEEE 802.15.4 to be densely packed into the last backoff stage,
causing more collisions. The small maximum backoff window
size which is 128, amounting to one tenth of that of IEEE 802.11
is also likely to increase the collision probability as morenodes
are involved in competition.

The second degrading case occurs under the networks popu-
lated with hidden nodes, often inflicting contaminations onout-
standing frames. A hidden node is defined as the one which can-
not sense its neighbor nodes’ transmission signal due to either
their limited radiation range or obstacles. Note that the number
of hidden nodes tends to be in inverse proportion to the trans-
mission power of nodes. As IEEE 802.15.4 tries to spend as lit-
tle energy as possible, it is likely to more severely suffer from
the hidden node problem. This problem has been confirmed to
be detrimental to the performance of wireless networks. A pa-
per [4] reports that throughput abruptly drops by up to 62% even
when only one node is hidden in a 20-node network. Another pa-
per [5] shows that the probability that any two nodes are hidden
from each other reaches up to 40% when nodes are randomly
distributed within a certain communication range.

Under the presence of hidden nodes and heavily competitive
environments, request-to-send (RTS) and clear-to-send (CTS)
frames provide an effective mechanism to prevent the perfor-
mance from steeply falling down [6], [7]. This RTS/CTS scheme
not only shortens collision duration but also lets the status of
receivers visible to hidden nodes. It, however, is rarely em-
ployed in energy-sensitive networks like IEEE 802.15.4 since it
always requires two short frames to be exchanged before every
data transmission, leading to aggravating energy consumption
and incurring some extra delay per frame transmission. IEEE
802.15.4, furthermore, gains no benefit of less collision dura-
tion since the size of data frames is not much larger than thatof
RTS/CTS frames.
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To improve the performance of IEEE 802.15.4 especially
when it suffers from heavy congestion and interferences, this pa-
per proposes a grouping algorithm named as hidden-node aware
grouping (HAG) which tries to control the degree of contentions
without losing the efficiency of CSMA/CA. According to the
measured congestion level, HAG algorithm dynamically con-
verts IEEE 802.15.4 to a contention-limited algorithm by main-
taining some number of groups into which it evenly distributes
covered nodes and isolates hidden nodes. Each group is assigned
its own transmission interval during which only its own member
nodes are allowed to grapple for the channel.

In detail, HAG algorithm run on the coordinator of IEEE
802.15.4 consists of three steps; measurement of collisionrates
(MCR), collection of received signal power (CRSP), and re-
grouping of nodes (RN). The MCR step evaluates the average
congestion rate of each existing group which combines both the
collision rate and the interference rate. When the average con-
gestion rate of a group exceeds a predetermined upper thresh-
old or hidden nodes are detected to be existent, HAG algorithm
calls CRSP procedure after MCR step while otherwise it directly
jumps to RN procedure. CRSP locates hidden nodes by scan-
ning the received signal power tables reported from all the nodes
in the group. Note that each node in HAG algorithm records the
power of received signals from its senders in a table named as
the received signal power table.

If hidden nodes are recognized in a given group, RN proce-
dure creates the same number of groups as the number of hidden
nodes and then separates them into distinct groups. After this
isolation, it tries to evenly place the remaining nodes intothe
groups with an aim of balancing each group size. If there is no
hidden node, however, it just generates an additional new group
and redistributes the nodes into the existing groups including the
new one.

When the average congestion rates of some groups are below
a predetermined lower threshold, it merges two groups with the
lowest and second lowest average rates. After completing this
grouping process, HAG algorithm assigns the initial group time
to the newly created groups and the adjusted group time based
on the congestion rates to the existing groups. Finally, HAGal-
gorithm broadcasts an extended beacon message to inform all
nodes of their group assignment and per-group time, namely
the time interval allocated to a group. After this broadcast, each
node runs CSMA/CA algorithm to acquire the channel during
its group time.

For accurate evaluation of HAG algorithm’s performance un-
der saturated and unsaturated conditions with hidden nodes,
this paper supplements the legacy performance model of IEEE
802.15.4 with the deferment algorithm [8], [9] and a traffic gen-
erator. Note that the deferment algorithm postpones the trans-
mission of a frame to the next superframe if the transmissionof
a frame cannot be completed within the current superframe due
to its deficient remaining time. It is crucial to be included in the
model since it heavily affects the performance as the ratio of the
frame size to the superframe size becomes comparable. In HAG
algorithm, frames are more probable to be transferred during the
next group time when the per-group time becomes shorter.

According to our proposed analytical model and correspond-
ing NS-2 simulations, the deferment algorithm can severelyde-

teriorate the performance of IEEE 802.15.4 by 30% especially
when the ratio of the frame size to the superframe duration be-
comes larger. These two evaluation tools, furthermore, forecast
that HAG algorithm improves the throughputs of IEEE 802.15.4
by 87% and 95% in comparison to RTS/CTS mechanism when
IEEE 802.15.4 networks contain one and two hidden nodes re-
spectively, leading to creation of two and three groups.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related
work and Section III explains the extended analytical model
covering the deferment algorithm and a traffic source for pre-
cisely analyzing IEEE 802.15.4 networks with hidden nodes.
Section IV elaborates HAG algorithm in detail and Section V
presents the mathematical throughput model for HAG algo-
rithm. Section VI lists the results of conducted experiments to
verify the accuracy of the analytical model and provides thede-
gree of improvements compared to the legacy IEEE 802.15.4.
Lastly, Section VII summarizes conclusions and future research
issues.

II. RELATED WORK

This section explains two typical approaches to reduce the
impact of hidden nodes on the throughput of wireless networks.
The first approach corresponds to a virtual channel sensing tech-
nique to stretch the physical channel sensing range to coverthe
entire network with the help of RTS/CTS control frames. These
control frames explicitly let every node monitor the statusof re-
ceivers before it starts to send full-size data frames. Since the
size of these control frames is smaller than that of data frames,
they dampen the harmful effect of hidden nodes by shortening
collision duration [6], [7]. However, they waste some amount of
bandwidth since they should be always sent ahead of data frames
regardless of the existence of hidden nodes. Since they alsocan-
not solve the exposed station problem due to that the following
acknowledgment (ACK) frames fed back to the sender are inter-
fered, they are rarely employed in real wireless networks [10].

The second category is grouping algorithms which differenti-
ate transmissions from hidden nodes by isolating hidden nodes
into different groups which are assigned non-overlapped time
interval. One technique of this approach is to exploit global po-
sitioning system (GPS) service to recognize the locations of hid-
den nodes [11]. Based on each node’s positional information,
the coordinator divides nodes into separate groups. Since this
algorithm requires GPS service which is expensive and provides
limited distance resolution, it is not suitable for IEEE 802.15.4
networks which target to operate in small area with low cost.

Another technique [5] is to decide the existence of hidden
nodes using a polling procedure in which the coordinator sends
a poll message to every node and each polled node responds
with poll-acknowledgement. After a polling procedure, each
node orderly reports a list of nodes whose acknowledgements
it has heard. Based on these reports, the coordinator establishes
the hidden relations and disjoints hidden nodes into different
groups. For better throughput, this scheme also allocates per-
group time to each group in proportion to the number of its
member nodes.

Among the conventional grouping algorithms, HAG algo-
rithm closely resembles the one presented in [5]. They both,for
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example, group nodes with an aim to allocate hidden nodes into
different groups. They, however, differ in two aspects. First, our
technique focuses on comparing the performance of a grouping
algorithm with that of IEEE 802.15.4 at the presence of hid-
den nodes whereas [5] emphasizes on calculating the maximum
number of groups required for disjointing hidden nodes. To in-
crease accuracy of the analytical model, furthermore, our model
contains the deferment algorithm and a traffic source that were
not considered in [5]. Second, HAG algorithm adopts different
techniques in every step ranging from detecting hidden nodes to
allocating per-group intervals. To infer hidden relations, for in-
stance, it uses a signal power table constantly filled by eachnode
during its normal operation time whereas [5] invokes a lengthy
procedure for poll-and-response and then gathers the list of rec-
ognizable nodes from every node. It, finally, dynamically read-
justs the per-group time depending on average congestion rates.

III. EXTENDED ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR IEEE
802.15.4 WITH HIDDEN NODES

This section explains an extended 2-dimensional Markov
chain model, named as extended analytical model (EAM) for
IEEE 802.15.4 networks with hidden nodes [4], [12]–[14] which
augments the deferment technique to heighten the accuracy.
EAM also includes a traffic source of Poisson process to enable
the prediction of IEEE 802.15.4 behaviors under unsaturated en-
vironments.

The entire view of EAM is depicted in Fig. 1 where these two
added features are highlighted by the shaded boxes labeled with
Df and the shaded top circle marked with 0, respectively. The
state of IEEE 802.15.4 at a given time is represented by circles
in Fig. 1(a) while numbers on arcs indicate the transition proba-
bility from one state to its neighbor’s state. Each circle contains
two variables(i, k), standing for current backoff stage and re-
maining backoff timeout. Whenk becomes either -1 or -2, these
states represent the first and second clear channel access (CCA)
operations. Note that IEEE 802.15.4 performs two channel sens-
ing operations named as CCA after the backoff timeout is ex-
pired. Fig. 1(a) assumes that for a given frame IEEE 802.15.4
goes throughm maximum backoff trials accounted by the bot-
tom row of circles and then resets its backoff timer.

Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) present the magnified view of the two
small boxes labeled withDf andTx in Fig. 1(a), respectively.
One additional state variablet out of (i, k, t) in Df andTx cor-
responds to the remaining superframe time and the remaining
time before completion of a frame’s transmission, respectively.
Note thatTx box models a frame’s transmission delayV. Pd

over arcs towardDf box denotes the transition probability that
the remaining time within the current superframe is insufficient
so that the transmission of the frame should be delayed to the
next superframe. For derivation ofPd, please refer to [9].

The box with broken lines labeled byτH in Fig. 1(a) denotes
the vulnerable area which may cause the clash of the currently
ongoing transmission when hidden nodes fall into one of states
in this area.τ stands for the probability of carrying out the first
CCA which is equal to the sum of all the probabilities of the
states contained in the inner box labeled withτ in Fig. 1(a).
Note that the width ofτH is equal to the transmission delay of
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Fig. 1: Markov chain model: (a) 2-dimensional Markov chain of IEEE
802.15.4 with deferment algorithm and traffic source, (b) magnified view
of deferment box Df , and (c) magnified view of transmission box Tx.

a data frame and its acknowledgement frame plus short inter-
frame space (SIFS) under the assumption that the sizes of data
and acknowledgement frames are fixed.

Once IEEE 802.15.4 manages to successfully send a frame,
it goes back to the uppermost circle of Fig. 1(a) marked by0
from which it determines the availability of a new frame. From
this state, it runs into the backoff stage0 with the probability
(1−P0) that the upper layer passes down a new frame during the
average time slot,E[slot]. Otherwise it stays at this state with
the probabilityP0. Since we assume that new data are produced
by a Poisson process with an average rate ofλ, P0 is calculated
asP0 = e−λE[slot].

Table 1 succinctly summarizes descriptions of the impor-
tant parameters and Table 2 compares closed-form equationsof
eight performance metrics derived from conventional analyti-
cal model (CAM) and EAM [4]. Table 2 also displays how per-
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Table 1: Description of performance important parameters.

Symbol Description
bi,j Probability that the system backs offi times and the backoff

timeout isj time slots
τ Probability that a node carries out its first CCA operation
τH Probability that a node performs its first CCA even though the

underlying channel is occupied by hidden nodes
α, αH Probability that a node backs off its backoff timer at the first

CCA operation (αH = α in the presence of hidden nodes)
β, βH Probability that a node backs offs its backoff timer at the second

CCA operation (βH = β in the presence of hidden nodes)
S, SH Throughput of IEEE 802.15.4 networks (SH = S in the presence

of hidden nodes)
p Probability that a node retreats to the next below backoff stage

during two CCAs, namelyp = α+ (1− α)β
V Transmission delay of one frame
X Minimum number of backoff stages whose timeout is larger than

V , the transmission delay of one frame
n Total number of nodes,n = nC + nH wherenC is the number

of covered nodes to recognize the presence of nodes andnH is
the number of hidden nodes

Ptr Probability that at least one node transmits one frame
PS Probability that a given node successfully sends one frame
TS Time spent to successfully send one frame
TC Time taken to finish frame collision
Lpl Length of user data excluding the frame header
Rt Average remaining time when the transmission of a frame

should be deferred

formance equations are changed when they account for hidden
nodes. For example,αH denotes the same probability asα ex-
cept that it influences the effect of hidden nodes. In Table 2,b0,0
is the state probability that IEEE 802.15.4 stays at state (0, 0) in
Fig. 1(a). The expression ofb0,0 is derived from two equations,
one for expressing a given state probabilitybi,j in terms ofb0,0
and the other for identifying the summation of all state probabil-
ities with1. For derivations of other performance metrics, please
refer to [4].

To evaluate the effect of hidden nodes on the performance
of IEEE 802.15.4 networks, at first Fig. 2 plots three pairs of
throughput graphs forecast by CAM and EAM as a function of
the number of nodes while varying the number of hidden nodes
(HN). Note that the throughput in Fig. 2 represents the ratio
of the effective speed predicted by each model to the physical
channel capacity. For this analysis, we assume that the dura-
tion of one superframe is122.88 ms fromaBaseSuperframeDu-
ration * 2SO whereaBaseSuperframeDurationandsuperframe
order (SO)are set to15.36 ms and3 while the sizes of data
and acknowledgement frames are70 bytes and11 bytes, respec-
tively [1], [2].

Fig. 2 shows the performance gap between EAM and CAM
as a function of the number of covered nodes and hidden nodes.
As shown in Fig. 2, EAM predicts lower throughput than CAM
due to the deferment mechanism regardless of the number of
nodes. Fig. 2 also describes that the ratio of these performance
gaps between these two models becomes larger as HN increases.
In sparse networks, for example, this throughput gap widensby
up-to 80% or 95% when HN is either1 or 3, respectively. These
performance differences gradually disappear as the numberof
nodes increases, meaning that the effect of collisions overrides
that of interferences by hidden nodes in densely populated net-
works.
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Fig. 2: Comparison of throughput predicted by CAM and EAM.
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Fig. 3: Throughput variation as a function of superframe and data frame
sizes.

Fig. 3 draws the throughput variations of EAM due to the
deferment scheme as the sizes of data frames and superframe
vary in 10-node network without hidden nodes. From Fig. 3, it
is observed that as the ratio of the size of data frames to thatof
superframes becomes bigger, the throughput tends to be rapidly
lowered, leading to 70% degradation compared to the maximum
throughput when the size of data frames is one third of that ofa
superframe. This deterioration verifies that the analytical model
of IEEE 802.15.4 should include the deferment algorithm for
accurate evaluation of IEEE 802.15.4 performance especially
when the frame size gets comparable to the superframe period.

Fig. 4 confirms that EAM with a Poisson traffic generator
can accurately evaluate unsaturated IEEE 802.15.4 networks by
comparing the results of EAM to those of simulations. Fig. 4
simulates a simple network consisting of one source and its des-
tination. The comparison of two graphs in Fig. 4 proves that
their deviations rarely exceed 6% maximally. For comparison
purpose, Fig. 4 also displays throughputs of CAM which out-
performs EAM due to the lack of the deferment algorithm.
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Table 2: Comparison of analytical equations for important performance metrics.

Symbol Equations from CAM Equations from EAM

b0,0
2(1−p)(1−2p)

[

W (1−p)(2−(2p)m+1)+(1+2p)(5−2α+2(1−p)V )(1−pm+1)

]

2(1−2p(1−Pd))(1−p(1−Pd))(1−P0)
[

W ((1−[2p(1−Pd)]
m+1)(1−Pd)[1−p(1−Pd)](1−P0)+(1−[p(1−Pd)]

m+1))

(1−2p(1−Pd))[2π0+(1−P0)(1−Pd)(3−2(1−α)+2V (1−p))+2pRt]

]

τ b0,0
1−pm+1

1−p
b0,0

1−[p(1−pd)]
m+1

1−[p(1−pd)]

τH b0,0

[(

1−pX

2(1−p)
+

W (1−(2p)X )
2(1−2p)

)

b0,0

[(

(1−Pd)(1−(p(1−Pd))
X )

2(1−p(1−Pd))
+

W (1−Pd)(1−(2p(1−Pd))
X)

2(1−2p(1−Pd))

)

+
(

(V + 1)p
X

−pm+1

1−p
−

V (V +1)
2W

( p
2
)X−( p

2
)m+1

1− p
2

)]

+
(

(V + 1)(1 − Pd)
(p(1−Pd))

X
−(p(1−Pd))

m+1

1−p(1−Pd)

−
V (V +1)(1−Pd)

2W

(
p(1−Pd)

2
)X−(

p(1−Pd)

2
)m+1

1−
p(1−Pd)

2

)]

α V [1− (1 − τ)n−1](1− α)(1 − β) V [1− (1− τ)n−1](1− pd)(1 − α)(1 − β)

β
[

1−
(

Ptr

Ptr(1+
1

1−(1−τ)n
)

)]

(1− (1− τ)n)
[

1−
(

Ptr

Ptr(1+
1

1−(1−τ)n
)

)]

(1 − (1 − τ)n)

αH V [1− (1 − τ)nC−1](1− α)(1 − β) V [1− (1− τ)nC−1](1− pd)(1 − α)(1 − β)

βH

[

1−
(

Ptr

Ptr(1+
1

1−(1−τ)nC
)
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(1− (1− τ)nC )
[

1−
(

Ptr

Ptr(1+
1

1−(1−τ)nC
)

)]

(1 − (1 − τ)nC )

S
nτ(1−α)(1−β)PSLpl

[

(1−τ)+τα+2τ(1−α)+τ(1−α)(1−β)[PSTS+(1−PS)TC ]

]

nτ(1−α)(1−β)PSLpl
[

(1−τ)+(1−pd)(τα+2τ(1−α)+τ(1−α)(1−β))[PSTS+(1−PS)TC ]

]

SH
nτ(1−αH )(1−βH )PSLpl

[

(1−τ)+ταH+2τ(1−αH )+τ(1−αH)(1−βH)[PSTS+(1−PS)TC ]
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nτ(1−αH )(1−βH)PSLpl
[

(1−τ)+(1−pd)((ταH+2τ(1−αH )+τ(1−αH)(1−βH))[PSTS+(1−PS)TC ]

]
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Fig. 4: Comparison of throughputs of EAM, CAM, and simulations under
unsaturated conditions.

IV. HAG ALGORITHM

This section outlines HAG algorithm that is periodically run
by the coordinator. The following three subsections elaborate

three main steps of HAG algorithms whose pseudo codes are
sketched in Fig. 5; MCR, CRSP, and RN. The forth one de-
picts the necessary modifications on the standard IEEE 802.15.4
frame header for accommodating HAG algorithm and a dy-
namic per-group time allocation algorithm for performanceop-
timization. The last one addresses some implementation issues
of HAG algorithm.

A. MCR

As shown in Fig. 5, to decide whether to regroup nodes, the
coordinator at first callsEstimateAvgColRate() to calculate the
average collision rate of every existing group at each time pe-
riod calledHAG_PERIOD. Note that HAG algorithm initially
assigns all registered nodes into the default group numbered
as 1. EstimateAvgColRate() estimatesAvgColRate(n), the av-
erage collision rate of all groups as depicted in (1) whereN and
AvgColRatei(n) represent the total number of groups and the
average collision rate experienced by groupi at the measure-
ment timen respectively.AvgColRatei(n) is iteratively com-
puted as in (2) whereCurrColRatei(n), AvgColRatei(n − 1),
and wi correspond to the current collision rate, the average
collision rate at the previous time, and the weight factor be-
tween0 and1, respectively. Note that the subscripti of each
parameter in the following equations indicates the group identi-
fier which ranges from1 to GroupNumber, the number of cur-
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HAG() {  

AvgColRate(n) = EstimateAvgColRate(); 
if(IsAbove(AvgColRate(n), CONG_UPPER_THRESHOLD)){ 

if(HiddenNodeExist) {  

SigPowerTable = BuildSigPowerTable(); 
GroupNumber = ReGroup(SigPowerTable, GroupTable, NULL);  

} else  

ReGroup(NULL, NULL, GroupNumber++); 
 

else if(IsBelow(AvgColRate(n), CONG_LOWER_THRESHOLD)) { 

GroupNumber--; 
MergeGroup(); 

}}} 

Fig. 5: Main pseudo code of HAG algorithm.

rently established groups. exponentially weighted movingaver-
age (EWMA) method is used as the smoother for the average
collision rate.

AvgColRate(n) =

∑N

i=1 AvgColRatei(n)
N

, (1)

AvgColRatei(n) = wi × CurrColRatei(n)

+ (1− wi)× AvgColRatei(n− 1). (2)

For CurrColRatei(n), the coordinator divides the number of
corrupt frames with the total number of transmitted frames in
group i during HAG_PERIOD. For corrupt frames, it counts
frames garbled due to either collision or interference with
different weights whenever it receives them. HAG algorithm
gives more weight to interference than to collision since hid-
den nodes are known to more severely deteriorate the perfor-
mance. In our implementation, for example, one frame con-
taminated by interference is counted as1.5 frames. When in-
terference is detected, furthermore, HAG algorithm sets the in-
terference flag,HiddenNodeExist. Note thatCurrColRatei(n)
becomes 0 when groupi has not delivered any frames during
HAG_PERIOD. Collisions are differentiated from interference
depending on which part of frames are corrupt [15], [16]. If nei-
ther physical (PHY) protocol data unit (PPDU) header nor MAC
protocol data unit (MPDU) is received successfully, then corrup-
tion is considered to happen due to collision. On the other hand
if the coordinator recognizes PPDU header without any errorbut
fails to accurately decode MPDU, it figures out that this failure
is caused by hidden nodes.

After evaluating AvgColRate(n), the coordinator decides
whether to regroup nodes by comparingAvgColRate(n) with
CONG_UPPER_THRESHOLDas illustrated at line 3 in
Fig. 5. If AvgColRate(n) is above the threshold and theHid-
denNodeExistflag is set toTRUE, it performsCollectSigPow-
erTable() to pinpoint which nodes are hidden from others. After
that, the coordinator callsReGroup() to disperse hidden nodes
into different groups. Otherwise, when the network is either
overcrowded or underutilized without hidden nodes, it adjusts
the number of groups by invokingReGroup() to divide the most
congested group into two orMergeGroup() to merge the least
and the second least crowded group into one.

E[1] E[2] E[3] E[4] E[n-1] E[n]...Ni

(a)

E[1,n]E[1,n-1]N1

(b)

E[1,2]

......

E[n-1,n]Nn-1

N1

...

N2 ...

Nn

...

N2 ... Nn-1 Nn

E[2,n-1] E[2,n]

Fig. 6: Signal power table composed by coordinator: (a) Signal power
vector of node i and (b) signal power table E[·].

B. CRSP

WhenAvgColRate(n) is greater thanCONG_UPPER_
THRESHOLD and HiddenNodeExistis TRUE, HAG algo-
rithm calls CollectSigPowerTable() to identify hidden nodes
and then performsReGroup() to separate them into different
groups.CollectSigPowerTable() composesSigPowerTableusing
signal power vectors informed from each node whose format
is drawn in Fig. 6(a). Note that in IEEE 802.15.4 each node
constantly evaluates other nodes’ transmission energy through
PLME-ED() application programming interface (API) of IEEE
802.15.4 physical layer [1], [2]. IEEE 802.15.4 standard speci-
fies that each node should measure the signal strength and make
this data available to the upper layer.

Each elementE[j] conveyed byNi namely nodei in Fig. 6(a),
for example, represents the strength of signal delivered fromNj.
Note that the greaterE[j], the closerNj is toNi. WhenE[j] is
set to the initial value−1, it indicates that eitherNj has not sent
any frame up to that time orNj is hidden fromNi. After col-
lecting all nodes’ vectors, the coordinator builds a signalpower
table as presented in Fig. 6(b). Note that only the upper triangle
of this table contains some power strengths under the assump-
tion thatE[i, j] equals toE[j, i]. If the wireless link between
Ni andNj is asymmetric, however, HAG algorithm takes the
average of the two received powers,E[i, j] andE[j, i].

C. RN

Once the signal power tableE[·] is completely filled up, the
coordinator executesReGroup() which consists of three sub-
procedures,DrawHiddenGraph(), BuildHiddenGroup(), and
CompleteGroup() for establishing a table to put hidden nodes in
a row, distributing hidden nodes into separate groups, and plac-
ing other remaining nodes into the groups, respectively. The
first step,DrawHiddenGraph() constructs the hidden node rela-
tion tableH [·] where theith row is comprised of a list of nodes
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N5 N1 N2 N8
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(a) c)

N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 N7 N8

N1 62.7 10.6 9.5 -1 10.6 13.3 60.2

N2 62.7 45 19.2 -1 9.5 10.2 19.2

N3 10.6 45 45 8.5 -1 -1 -1

N4 9.5 19.2 45 55.6 19.2 10.6 9.5

N5 -1 -1 8.5 55.6 52 12.2 -1

N6 10.6 9.5 -1 19.2 52 60.2 19.2

N7 13.3 10.2 -1 10.6 12.2 60.2 64

N8 60.2 19.2 -1 9.5 -1 19.2 64

(b) (

Fig. 7: An example process for establishing hidden node relation table.

hidden from nodeNi.
Fig. 7 illustrates an exemplary process establishing a hidden

node relation tableH [·] from a typical star network topology and
its collected signal power table.E[·] in Fig. 7(b) is a snap shot
of SigPowerTablein a simulated network when the transmission
power of IEEE 802.15.4 is0.28 Watt and8 nodes are positioned
in a circle whose radius approximates to20 meters. Note that if
E[i, j] equals−1, it means that nodei has not listened nodej
yet so that they are hidden from each other. For theith row of
H [·] in Fig. 7(c), the coordinator lists allj at theith row ofH [·]
whenE[i, j] equals−1. In Fig. 7(c), for instance,N5 is added
to the1st row ofH [·] sinceE[1, 5] = −1. By repeating this step
for all active nodes, the coordinator finishes buildingH [·] as in
Fig. 7(c).

After extracting the hidden node relation tableH [·], Build-
HiddenGroup() looks atH [·] row by row and builds the group
table G[·] by separating detected hidden nodes into different
groups. Fig. 8 shows howBuildHiddenGroup() carries out the
grouping operation from a givenH [·] in Fig. 8(a). SinceN1

andN5 are hidden from each other, the coordinator first creates
two groupsG1 andG2 and put them inG1 andG2 separately as
shown in Fig. 8(b). And then it writes down1 in the1st and5th
column of Check TableC[] shown in Fig. 8(c) indicating thatN1

andN5 are already assigned to their appropriate groups. Then
it scans the second row ofH [·] and finds out thatN2 is hidden
from N5 so thatN2 is joined atG1 sinceG1 does not contain
N5. By the same method, it allocates the remaining nodes into
G1, G2, andG3. Fig. 8(b) depicts the contents ofG[·] after dis-
persing all hidden nodes exceptN4. Note that three groups are
enough to separate all hidden nodes in this example.

Finally, CompleteGroup() distributes the remaining nodes
in a way to balance the group size for improving the perfor-
mance. [17] reports that when the number of nodes is greater
than12, the throughput of IEEE 802.15.4 rapidly degrades. As
portrayed in Fig. 8,CompleteGroup() preferably addsN4 into
G3 since the size ofG3 is smaller than those ofG1 andG2.

D. Allocation of Per-Group Time

To broadcast the group information, HAG adds two new fields

N1 N5

N2 N5

N3 N6 N7 N8

N4

N5 N1 N2 N8

N6 N3

N7 N3

N8 N3 N5

G1 N1 N2 N3

G2 N5 N6 N7

G3 N8

N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 N7 N8

1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1

G1 N1 N2 N3

G2 N5 N6 N7

G3 N8 N4

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 8: An example process for establishing hidden node relation ta-
ble: (a) Hidden node relation table H[·], (b) intermediate group table,
(c) check table C[·], and (d) complete group table G[·].

named group identification (GI) for informing the assigned
group identifier to each node and per-group time (GT) for no-
tifying the allocated per-group time to each group as drawn in
Fig. 9. GI field is further divided into one node count (NC)
subfield and a variable number of pairs of node address (NA)
and the associated GroupID subfields. NC indicates the number
of pairs in the subsequent subfields. By reading GI field, each
node recognizes which group it is assigned to.

In a similar way, GT field is split into one group count (GC)
subfield and a variable number of three subfileds, GroupID,
group start time (GST) and group duration time (GDT). By scan-
ning GT field, each node knows when they start to contend for
the channel. Note that HAG also employs the deferment algo-
rithm within each per-group time, meaning that when a node
cannot finish its transmission within its per-group time, itdefers
the transmission to its next per-group time.

To maximize the performance, HAG algorithm adopts a dy-
namic time allocation scheme to readjust the per-group time
according to each group’s bandwidth demand. To dynamically
adjust the per-group time, the coordinator periodically com-
putesGroupTimei in (3) whereCAPtime, TrafficAmounti, and
M represent the duration of CAP, the demand of groupi for
transmission time, and the number of established groups, re-
spectively. For dynamic allocation of per-group times, theco-
ordinator either increments or decrementsTrafficAmounti based
on whetherAvgColRatei of groupi exceeds the predetermined
ColThreshold.

GroupTimei =
TrafficAmounti

∑M

j=0 TrafficAmountj
× CAPtime. (3)

E. Implementation Issues

This subsection addresses two implementation issues of HAG
algorithm such as time and space complexity and synchroniza-
tion. At first, the time and space complexities of HAG algo-
rithm are estimated to beO(N2) since it linearly scans a two-
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Fig. 9: Modified beacon message format for HAG algorithm.

dimensionalN × N table inReGroup() whereN is the total
number of nodes. Since it should look at each entry in this table
to build hidden relations among nodes, its time and space com-
plexities rise up toO(N2). As the number of nodes increases,
we think that the current HAG algorithm would not be feasi-
ble. In near future, we plan to reduce these complexities down
to O(N logN) by replacing the current linear search algorithm
with a better one appropriate for our purpose.

Secondly, HAG algorithm requires nodes to be synchronized
to send their frames only within their per-group duration. For
synchronization, however, it does not need any additional syn-
chronization mechanisms other than periodic beacon messages
since we presume that beacon messages are broadcast frequently
enough for nodes to align their clocks. We, furthermore, believe
that HAG algorithm can operate efficiently even though clocks
of nodes are loosely synchronized unless two adjacent per-group
intervals are considerably overlapped. Note that the legacy IEEE
802.15.4 nodes run TDMA during CFP interval during which
they should send their frames aligned with the predetermined
time boundaries. We think that the amount of clock drift allow-
able in IEEE 802.15.4 would be enough accurate for nodes in
a group not to interfere with transmissions from the neighbor
groups.

V. ANALYTICAL MODEL

This section builds the analytical performance model for
HAG algorithm based on the number of groups and the distri-
bution of nodes in groups. At first, (4) represents the average
throughput of HAG algorithm,Savg(N,M) whenN nodes are
dispersed intoM groups under the assumption that each group
is given with Ti per-group time. In (4),S(G1, G2, · · ·, GM )
is the average throughput under a specific scenario when the
sizes ofM groups areG1, G2, · · ·, GM and their group times
are T1, T2, · · ·, TM while P (G1, G2, · · ·, GM ) is the proba-
bility for an arbitrary group distribution. The numerator for
P (G1, G2, · · ·, GM ) denotes the number of ways to makeM
groups out ofN nodes whose sizes areG1, G2, · · ·, GM while
the denominator represents the number of all possible ways to
organizeN nodes intoM groups minus the number of cases
where some groups have no node.

Table 3: Values of parameters for IEEE 802.15.4 simulations.

Parameter Value
Packet payload 70 Bytes
MAC header 7 Bytes
PHY header 6 Bytes

ACK 11 Bytes
Channel bit rate 250 kbps

macMinBE 3
aMaxBE 5

Beacon order (BO) 3
Superframe order (SO) 3

Rx threshold 8.54× 10−7 Watt
CS threshold 8.54× 10−7 Watt

Savg(N,M) =

N−(M−1)
∑

G1=1

N−(M−2)−G1
∑

G2=1

· · ·

N−(G1+···+GM−2)−1
∑

GM−1=1

S(G1, · · ·, GM )P (G1, · · ·, GM )

where

S(G1+· · ·+GM ) =

1
∑M

i=0 Tj

(T1S(G1) + · · ·+ TMS(N − (G1 + · · ·+GM−1)))

P (G1+· · ·+GM ) =

NCG1
× N−G1

CG2
× · · · × N−G1−···Gj−1

CGM

MN −
∑M−1

j=1 MCj × NCG1
× · · · × N−G1 ···−Gj−1

CGj

.

(4)

Equation (5) finally shows the throughput of one group when
it contains n nodes. Note that (5) is just the performance of an
n-node IEEE 802.15.4 network with deferment algorithm as in
Table 1

S(n) =
nτ(1− α)(1 − β)PSLpl

(1 − τ) + τα + 2τ(1 − α) + τ(1− α)(1 − β)(PSTS + (1 − PS)TC)
.

(5)

VI. EXPERIMENTS

This section evaluates the performance of IEEE 802.15.4 with
HAG algorithm when a coordinator relays data among nodes
placed around it in the form of a ring while varying the number
of hidden nodes. For simulations, we set the various parame-
ters related to IEEE 802.15.4 as in Table 3 where RX threshold
and CS threshold are the thresholds determining three ranges
for noise, unrecognizable signal, and detectable signal, respec-
tively. We also set the transmission signal power of each node
to 8.54× 10−7 Watt which enables signals to radiate within 15
meters in our simulation environments where two-ray ground
model is assumed for signal attenuation [18].

To systematically manipulate the number of hidden nodes,
our simulations adopt the star topology where we adjust three
topological parameters,r, T , andθ in Fig. 10. The first two pa-
rameters indicate the maximum radiuses of radiation from the
coordinatorRc and an arbitrary nodeRs, respectively, while the
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Fig. 10: Simulated network topology with hidden nodes.
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Fig. 11: Comparison of throughput between RTS/CTS mechanism and
HAG algorithm.

lastθ is the angle between two adjacent nodes. In Fig. 10, at the
point of view of a sender,Rs, nodes ranging fromRh1 andRh3

are hidden while other nodes fromRc1 to Rc8 are covered. To
vary each group size and the number of hidden nodes, we adjust
T andθ accordingly in below simulation experiments. For more
details, please refer to [19].

Fig. 11 plots the theoretical throughput accomplished by
RTS/CTS mechanism and HAG algorithm as a function of the
number of nodes in a network where the number of HN are ei-
ther1 or 2, leading to different number of groups (NG) such as
2 or 3. Fig. 11 observes that RTS/CTS mechanism is inferior to
HAG algorithm even though RTS/CTS mechanism gracefully
alleviates the throughput fallout of the legacy IEEE 802.15.4.
For Fig. 11, the sizes of RTS and data frames are set to16 bytes
and70 bytes, respectively. HAG algorithm, for example, outper-
forms RTS/CTS mechanism at least by 23% when the number
of nodes is30. In detail, HAG algorithm outweighs RTS/CTS
mechanism by 87% and 95% when the number of hidden nodes
is 1 and2 respectively in a network with50 nodes.

Fig. 12 estimates the overhead of grouping nodes by plotting
the throughput fluctuation of HAG algorithm measured in sim-
ulations while varying the number of nodes and the number of
possible groups. It witnesses that fewer groups performs better
in lightly populated networks while the more groups are better in
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Fig. 12: Throughputs as a function of groups and nodes.
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Fig. 13: Effects of HAG_PERIOD on performance of HAG algorithm.

dense the networks. As the network is congested, collisionsbe-
come the dominant factor affecting overall throughput compared
to the overhead incurred from the grouping operation. Note that
the more groups, the more frames would be deferred due to the
fragmentation of CAP duration.

Fig. 13 illustrates the effect ofHAG_PERIODon the perfor-
mance of HAG algorithm in10-node,30-node, and50-node net-
works with3 hidden nodes. Note thatHAG_PERIODin Fig. 13
is counted as the multiples of superframes. Fig. 13 shows that
the performance of HAG algorithm is not sensitive to the sizeof
HAG_PERIODin these static topologies unlessHAG_PERIOD
is set to be too small like one superframe or too large like900
superframes. In our simulations, we setHAG_PERIODto one
superframe to show that HAG algorithm still can outperform
IEEE 802.15.4 even under the harsh condition.

Figs. 14 and 15 display throughput fluctuations of HAG algo-
rithm with either dynamic per-group time allocation (D-HAG)
or static per-group time allocation (S-HAG) as a function of
node count in a network with only one hidden node. In both
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Fig. 14: Comparison of max, mean and min throughput of HAG algorithm
with dynamic group time allocation.
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Fig. 15: Comparison of max, mean and min throughput of HAG algorithm
with static per-group time allocation.

Figs. 14 and 15, on average the maximum throughput surpasses
the minimum by around 40%. The comparison of the corre-
sponding throughput in Figs. 14 and 15 shows that the maximum
throughput of D-HAG outperforms that of S-HAG by around
7% while the minimum throughput of D-HAG is superior to
that of S-HAG by 2%, approximately. The better performance
of D-HAG is of course due to that D-HAG appropriately assigns
larger transmission time to larger groups.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a grouping algorithm to improve the per-
formance of IEEE 802.15.4 networks, especially when the net-
works contain hidden nodes and are heavily congested. Based
on the analytical model and simulations, it confirms that the
grouping algorithm can achieve better performance by up-to
95% in severe conditions. It also presents an extended analyti-
cal model to accurately evaluate the behavior of IEEE 802.15.4
networks including the effect of the deferment technique under

unsaturated environments.

As future research, we will investigate an appropriate search
and sort algorithm for identifying hidden nodes out of a two-
dimension array to lessen the time and space complexities of
HAG algorithm down toO(N logN). We will also closely mea-
sure the trade-off between the grouping overhead and the mo-
bility of nodes since HAG algorithm needs to reorganize groups
when nodes move around. We, finally, will design a dynamic
algorithm to adjustHAG_PERIODaccording to the channel
state’s variability for better performance.
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